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Types of Estimate 

An estimate is the anticipated  : Estimate

or probable cost of a work , usually 

prepared before the construction is taken 

up. 

Before undertaking any work or project it 

is necessary to know its probable cost 

which is obtained or derived by 

estimating. 

The primary object of an estimate is to 

enable one to know beforehand the cost 

of  the work. 

For accurate estimating the estimator 

should be experienced and fully 

acquainted with the methods of 

construction . 

For Detailed Estimate the work is divided  
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in to different items of work ,and the 

quantities under each item are taken out 

and then an "Abstract of estimated cost " 

is prepared at a suitable rates. 

Provision for contingencies  ,3% to 5% of 

the estimated cost , is made in the 

estimate to cover  the miscellaneous petty 

expenditures which do not come under 

any item of work. 

For the detailed estimate the quantities of 

various Materials and labor required may 

also be calculated. 

 Data For Estimate   

   

The following data are necessary : 

-Drawing (  plans , section ,etc ). 

-Specifications  . 

-Rates. 
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-rawing :D 

Plan  ,sectional  elevations ,and drawings 

to scale ,fully  dimensioned are required. 

Plan  ,elevation ,and sectional elevation 

are usually drawn to scale 1cm =1m 

Detailed drawing are prepared to scales of 

1cm = 10cm  to 1cm =20cm . 

Specifications  :- 

● General specifications or Brief spec  :- 

This gives the nature  ,quality and class 

of work and materials ,in general terms 

,to be used in the various parts of the 

work . 

It is help us to know a general idea of 

the whole building or structure and 

useful in preparing the detailed 

estimate. 
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    Detailed  Specification  :-  ●● 

 Give the detailed description of the 

various items of work  , and qualities 

of materials ,their proportions ,work 

manship and execution  of work . 

describe every item of work 

separately. 

 

-Rates : 

The rates per unit of various items  of 

work ,the rates of various materials 

to be used in the construction and 

the wages of different categories of 

labor ,skilled or unskilled as mason, 

carpenter etc, These rates may be 

obtained from schedules of rate ,or 

may be  worked out by the "Analysis 

of Rate" . 
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Different Types of Estimate  

1 - Preliminary Estimate or Approximate 

or Abstract Estimate or rough cost. 

 is required for preliminary studies of 

various aspects of a work or project .to 

decide the financial position and policy for 

administrate  

From (P.E) the approximate cost may be 

known and may be seen whether the 

investment is justified or not . 

The (AP.E) is prepared From practical 

knowledge and cost of the similar works . 

This estimate is accompanied by a brief 

report explaining the necessary of the 

project and showing how the cost of 

separate items have been arrived at .and 

also accompanied with a site plan or lay 

out plan, percentage at about 5% _10% is 

added as contingencies . 
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(P.E) For different structures and works : 

a ) Building  

i )  per unit basis : 

Per student for schools ,or per class room. 

Per bed for hospital , 

Per seat for cinema and theater hall. 

Per pay for factories . 

This method is unreliable for most 

estimating purposes  ,so it is restricted to 

the very early stages of a project ,before 

any drawing is begun . 

 

2- plinth Area Estimate For Building . 

This method depend on the basis of plinth 

area of building ,the rate being deducted 

from the cost of similar building having 
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similar specification ,heights and 

construction in the locality . 

 P.A. Estimate = P.A .of building X P.A rate 

P.A. Estimate should be calculated for 

covered area by taking external dimension 

of the building at the floor level. 

Court and other open area should not be 

included . 

For storied building ,the P. Area estimate 

is prepared for each storey separately . 

Ex: A building having 15m by 10m external 

dimensions ,consisting of basement , 

ground and first floor . 

Is recently  constructed at the cost 93000$ 

, compute the cost per square meter of 

the building by various methods for future 

use: 
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Solution: 

1_ Ground floor area = 15*10 =150m^2 

      First floor area = 15*10 = 150m^2 

     Total area = 300m^2 

     Cost per square meter = 

                  

2_ basement area = 15*10 =150 

     G. F. Area = 15*10 =150 

     F .F .Area = 15*10 =150 

     Roof area = 15*10 = 150 

 Total area =600m^2 

Cost per square meter = 

                 

3) Method assumed the cost of basement 

is  60% of the cost of ground floor and 

that root is 50% of the cost of the ground 
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floor .ground and first floor have equal 

costs . 

Basement area (equivalent) = 15*10*0.6 

=90m^2 

Ground floor area = 15*10=150m^2 

First floor area =15*10 =150m^2 

Roof area (equivalent) =15*10*0.5 

=75m^2 

Total equivalent area =465m^2  

Cost per square meter = 

                

 

3)cube rate estimate for building this 

method is prepared on the basis of the 

cubical contents of the building and the 

cube rate being deducted from the cost of 

the similar  building having similar 

specification and construction . 
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Cubical content = length * breadth * eight 

multiplying it by the cooperate . 

Length and breadth should be taken as 

the eternal dimension of the building at 

the floor level ,and the height should be 

taken from the floor level to roof (or half 

way of the sloped roof .    

For storied building the height should be 

taken between the floor level of one 

storey to top of next higher floor . 

The foundation ,plinth ,parapet  above 

roof are not taken in to account in finding 

the cubical content . 

 Cube rate estimate is most accurate as 

compared to the plinth area estimate as 

the height is also compared . 

 

Note : the cube is made up by taking plan 

diminutions from the outside faces of 
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brick walls .and vertical dimension from 

the top of foundation to half way up a 

pitched roof or 0.61m above a flat roof . 

This method is unreliable since tow 

building having identical areas of 

accommodation but differently designed 

and constructed could have very different 

volumes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Plan                                                                         dimensions  

 

Flat  roof  Pitched  roof 
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 (1)يتبع 

There are many factors which affect the 

cube price : 

1)Shape : the cubic content of two 

buildings may be identical and the 

specification the same ,but the shape may 

difference . 

This make difference in the price per 

meter cube . 

 

 20 

 

 50 

  20m                        50m 

 

The floor are same = 1000m^2 

If the height is 15m → the cubic contents 

are 15000m^3, However the wall 

Area  1000m^2 Area   1000m^2  
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perimeter in the case of L. Shaped 

building (180m) is more than rectangular  

 building (140m) , this indicates that cost 

of L. Shaped will more than that 

rectangular . 

2_ Subdivision in to storey : 

If height of 15m is divided in to three 

storey ,this requires an additional floor of 

1000m^2 ,which would result in increase 

in the cost without any change in cubic 

contents . 

3_ Amount and type of internal vertical 

subdivision . 

4_ Relative proportion of void to solids . 

5_ Position and character of site . 

6_ Foundation conditions . 
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4)Approximate Quantity Method Estimate 

  in this method approximate total length 

of wall is found in running meter and 

multiplied by the rate per running meter 

of wall to gives a fairly accurate cost . 

The structure may be divided in to two 

parts 

 i)foundations including plinth and 

ii)superstructure . 

The running meter cost for foundation 

ore should be ucturerand superst

calculated first and these ((running meter 

rate)) should be multiplied by the total 

length of walls . 
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For foundation the approximate 

quantities of items such as excavation  

,foundation ,brickwork up to plinth ,DPC 

are calculated per running meter and  

Similarly for super structure the price per 

running meter is determined from the 

approximate quantities of "brickwork 

,woodwork ,roof ,floor finishing, etc" . 

   

5)Detailed Estimate or Item Rate Estimate  

Is an accurate estimate and consists of 

the quantities of each item of ouworking 

works ,and working out the cost . 

The (D.E) Detailed Estimate is prepared in 

two stages : 

(I)Details of measurement and 

calculation of quantities . 
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This measurements are taken out from 

plans and drawings and quantities under 

Each item are computed in a tubules 

named "Details of easement form " 

 

 

Table (1) 

Quantity Height 
Or 
depth 

breadth length No 
. 

Description 
 or 
particulars 

Item 
no 

       

 

(ii)Abstract of Estimated cost :- 

Cost is worked out in Abstract of Estimate 

from table (2) 

Amount 
 

rate unit quantity Description Item 
no 
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The rates of different items of work an 

taken out as per schedule of rates or 

current workable rates or analyzed  rates 

for finished items of work . 

A percentage usually 3% of the estimate 

cost is added to allow for contingencies 

for item which do not come under any 

classified head of item of work and about 

2% is provided for work charged 

establishment . 

The grand total gives the estimated cost 

of work . 

The (D.E) accompanied with :- 

(1)Report . 

(2)General specification . 

(3)Detailed  specification .  
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(4)Drawings – plan ,elevation ,sectional 

elevations ,detailed drawings ,site plan or 

index plan etc. 

If the columns of rates and are left blank 

(to be field by contractor) it is then known 

as bill of quantity . 

6)Revised Estimate  

Is prepared under any one of the 

following circum stances :- 

 (i)when the original estimate is exceed 

more than 5% . 

(ii) when the expenditure on a work 

exceed more than 10% . 

(iii) when there are material deviation 

from the original proposal . 

  

7)Supplementary Estimate :- 
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Is prepared when additional works are 

required to supplement the original 

works. 

The abstract should show the amount of 

the original estimate and the total amount 

including the supplementary amount for 

which sanction is required . 

8)Annual Repair or Maintenance Estimate 

Is a detailed estimate and is prepared to 

maintain the structure or work in safe 

condition .includes white washing 

,painting ,minor repairs etc . 

  

-Contingencies : 

cidental incidents in dictates'in   This terms

expenses  of miscellaneous character 

which cannot be classified under any 

distinct item . 
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It is amount 3% - 5% of estimated cost. 

 

 

-:charged Establishment -Work 

Which is charged to works directly ,during 

the construction a certain number of 

work_ supervisors are required to be 

employed and their salaries are paid from 

the amount of work_ charged 

establishment ,it is percentage of              

1
 

 
 %_2% 

 Of estimated cost . 

 

-:Tools and plant  

of  a percentagework or project big For 

1%_1
 

 
% of estimated cost is provided in 
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the estimate for the purchase of tools and 

plant . 

 

 

 

-:Departmental charges  

Amount of 10%_15% of the estimated 

cost is charged to meet the 

lishment ,designing of estabexpences  

,planning ,supervision ,etc . 

 

-:Report   

Estimate usually accompanied with report 

which gives all information in brief ,of the 

whole project . 

Report should consist of the following 

main points : 
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(i)Brief history . 

(ii) Object ,necessity ,utility and feasibility 

of the project with reasons . 

(iii) Selection of site or selection of 

alignment . 

(iv) Surveying . 

(v) Nature of soil ,and topography of the 

land . 

(vii) General specification and basis of 

design calculations . 

(viii) Arrange aments for water supply 

,sanity works ,electrical installations . 

(ix) Road ,drains . 

(x) Miscellaneous item as labor amenities 

,temporary accommodation for staff . 

 (xi) Manner of execution . 

(xii) Total cost and how to be financed . 
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(xiii) Return or revenue income if any . 

(xiv) Rent statement if any . 

(xv) Time of execution . 

 

  Electrifications ,sanitary and water 

supply works :- 

  A percentage of about 20% of the 

estimated cost of building is provided . 

Internal electrification includes : 

 -electric wiring for light ,fan 

,plug points ,brackets , shades, 

holders ,switch boards ,cut out . 

works  . SupplyaterInternal W

include:  

Water pipe ,bib cocks ,stop cocks 

,fittings ,overhead tanks ,and . 
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include :sewer sanitary Internal 

pipe ,water closets ,fittings 

traps. 

 

-:head of work -Sub 

 The total cost of a work is divided for 

financial control ,the work is divided in to 

different classes ,and item : 

(i)Earth work . 

(ii) Concrete . 

(iii) Brick work . 

(iv) Stone work . 

(v) Wood work . 

(vi) Steel work . 

(vii) Roofing . 

(viii) Flooring . 

(ix) Plastering .   
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(x) Painting . 

(xi) Miscellaneous items. 

 

-: work–Sub  

Project may consist of several .Buildings 

or small work and each of those work is 

known as sub_ work . 

(D.E) of each sub_ work is prepared 

separately . 

A hospital project may consist of : 

(i)Main hospital building . 

(ii) Outpatient ward . 

(iii) Emergency ward . 

(iv) Resident doctors quarters . 

(v) Nurses quarters . 

(vi) Kitchen blocks . 
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(vii) Roads ,etc . 

 

Summary of Estimated Cost or 

: General Abstract of Cost 

Detailed estimate are prepared for each 

sub_ work separately ,and at the end a 

summary of estimated cost or general 

abstract of cost is prepared for the whole 

work or project . 

The summary of estimated cost includes 

the cost of each sub_ work and gives the 

total cost of the whole work or project . 

 Schedule of rates :  

Rate per unit of various items of work and 

materials ,rates of labor and rates of 

transport are given in the "Schedule of 

Rates " . 
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The S.O.R are prepared on the basis of 

analysis of rates . 

Usually transport of materials in included 

in the rates . 

If the workable rates differ much from the 

S.O.R then the rates are revised and anew 

S.O.R is prepared . 

Building Cost Index :- 

Indicate the increase or decrease of the 

cost above the cost at the certain base 

year ,and is expressed by a percentage 

rise fall . 

Taking 1960 as the base year the present 

(during 1984). 

May be taken as 100% above the cost 

during 1960. 

Bill of Quantities :- 
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 It is a statement of various items of work 

giving the description ,quantities and unit 

of rates . 

similar to tubular form  a It is prepared in

abstract .of estimated cost of detailed 

estimate . 

Amounted  Rate   iltiUn Quant  Particulars 
of items  

 emit
no 

      

      

Plinth Area :- Is a built up covered area 

of a building measured at floor level of 

any storey ,P.A is calculated by taking the 

external diminutions of the building at the 

floor level . 

Excluding court ,open area ,balconies and 

included in  notprojections are cantilever

the P.A. but supported porches are 

included in the P.A.  
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-:Circulation area  

Floor area of verandahs , 

Corridors ,balconies ,  

Entrance hall ,porches ,stair cases . 

Shafts for lift . 

Horizontal C.A :- 

The area  of verandahs ,corridors 

,balconies ,porches . 

This may be 10% -15% of plinth area . 

Vertical cir .A :- 

Area of space occupied by stair cases lifts . 

This may be 4%- 5% of the plinth area . 

Carpet Aare :- is the useful area or 

area is total floor area minus to  ableeliv

circulation area and minus other non_ 

usable areas as sanitary area ,air 

conditioning room . 
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The carpet area of an office building may 

be 60%- 75% of plinth area the C. A of 

residential building may be 50%- 65% of 

the plinth area . 

Example 1:- 

Prepare a preliminary estimate for a 

hospital consist of the following :- 

(1)Main administrative office . 

(2) Two general wards each of 20 general 

beds ,and 2 private beds . 

(3) Doctors residence . 

(4) Eight single nurses quarters . 

(5) 4 compounders quarters . 

(6) Twelve peons quarters . 

(7) Mortuary. 

Cost Rate  P.A Buildings 
=260000 400$1sqm  650sqm  1)M. B 
=400000 400$1sqm 1000sqm 2) Tow 
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general wards  
126000 350$1sqm  420sqm 3)D .residence 

99000 330$1sqm 300sqm 4) 8 nurses. q 
66000 330$1sqm 200sqm 5) 4 com. q 
96000 320$1sqm 300sqm 6) 12 peon. q 
8250 330$1sqm 25sqm 7) mortuary 

   

Total =1055250 

Internal sanitary+ water supply 8% 

=84420  

wiring 8% =84420electric Internal   

Total =1224090$ 

Land and other service  

(i)Cost of land 5% of B. cost 61204.5  

(ii) Preliminary work ,surveying .etc 
 

 
   

6120.4  

 

 
  of land  dressing+lling eLev(iii) 
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(iv) Cost of road 4% =48963  

(v) Cost of sewage disposal 3% =36722.7 

(vi) Cost of water supply ,over head tank 

pipeline 5% =61204.5 

(vii) External electric service line 2% 

=24481.8 

fencing ,(viii) Cost of storm _ water drain 

2% =24481.8 

(ix) Cost of Arboriculture 
 

 
 % =6120.4 

Total of land and external service 

=275420.5 

Total of building ,land ,external service 

=1499510.25  

Contingencies 3% excluding cost of land 

=43149.17  

Supervision charges 10% excluding cost of 

land =149951.03  
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Grand total of all =1692610.45  

  

Storey Enclosure Method  

This method attempted to make the cubic 

method more realistic . 

Factors are introduced to account for 

storey heights ,basements and areas of 

enclosing wall . 

The unit obtained is known as the storey 

enclosure unit and rules of measurement 

are as following :- 

1 .Measure the area of the lowest floor 

and multiply any part above ground level 

by (two) ,and any part below ground level 

by three (these area being measured 

within the external walls) . 
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2. measure the area of the roof 

(measured flat to the extremities of the 

eaves ). 

3. measure the area of the upper floors 

and multiply by tow .and adjust each 

upper floor area by multiplying by a 

progressive factor of (0.15) (i. e first floor 

b 2.15 ,second floor by 2.30 and so on). 

4. Measure the area of external enclosing 

walls the area of any enclosing wall below 

ground level to be multiplied by (two). 

 

              

 

Plan 

 

Storey en 
closure units  

Factor  Area  Lowest floor and 
basement  

Ground level 

Basement  
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=702.72 *2 24.4*14.4 Lowest floor  
=622.08 *3 14.4*14.4 Basement  
=375.00 *1 25*15 Roof  

   

 
Upper floors  

755.42 *2.15 24.4*14.4 1st floors   
642.53 *2.30 19.4*14.4 2nd floor  
684.43 *2.45 19.4*14.4  3rd floor  
726.34 *2.60 19.4*14.4 4th floor  

 

Enclosing walls  

Basement  2/2/15  60*3*2 = 360 

Above ground level 

                 Ground  and 1st floors 2/25 =50 

                                           2/15 =30 

                                          80*6*1 =480 

  

2nd ,3rd & 4th floors 2/20 =40 

                                                   2/15 =30 
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                          70*9*1 =630 

Total storey enclosure units 5978.52  

Note :The area is calculated by measuring 

between the internal faces of the external 

walls on each floor . 

 

 

-:The Estimator  

As one of the most important men in 

contractors organization . 

The following abilities are most 

important  to the success of estimator. 

 To be able to do quantity take off, the 

estimator : 

1-Must be able to read and measure  

plan . 
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2- Must have a knowledge of 

mathematics . 

3- Must have patience and ability to 

do carful . 

4- Must able to visualize the project . 

5- Must have enough construction 

experience, methods of handling 

materials on the job, the most 

economical methods of construction . 

6- Must have sufficient knowledge of 

labor performances ,so that you can 

convert in to costs on a project . 

7- knowing the order of building 

operations and  taking off the 

quantities in that order . 

8- up to date with materials ,methods 

and designs . 
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9- knowledge about conditions for all 

seasons of the year . 

  

-: Cost Analysis 

The object of cost analysis is to 

provide a method of comparing the 

costs of alternation designs . 

It is necessary to measure or describe 

the complete building ,for housing, 

 the following range of methods of 

measurement might be possible :- 

1-Description of user requirements 

 _a five _person house . 

2- Description of provision _a three 

_bed room house . 

3- Description of size_ a house with 

rooms totaling Xm^2 . 
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4- Description of size_ a house with a 

cubic volume Zm^3 . 

1            2          3            4         5            6 

                                                                     

                                                                     

3m                      5m                  3m            

                                      5m                          

          3m                                                3m 

                                                                     

            

7          8                                                       

                                                                     

                                                                     

5m                                                                

                                                                     

             5m                                                   

  

Each example in figures above 

represents a similar building 

14m *14m 
28m 

* 

7m 

14m*14m 
28m 

* 

7m 

22m*22m 
44m 

* 

11m 

22m*22m 44m 

* 

11m 
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constructed of four elements _wall 

found ,walls ,roof_ floors . 

The same specification and costs have 

been assumed for unit quantities in 

each example . 

In table we see firstly ,that the total 

cost will increase as the building size 

increase ,as the storey height increase 

,and where the building out line is 

rectangular rather than square . 

Al though Examples 1 and 3 have the 

same floor area ,the amount of 

external walling is grater in example 3 

because of increased storey height . 

Table also shows the total costs and 

cost of the individual elements for 

each example, divided by the 

respective floor areas and volumes . 
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On the basis of area the comparison of 

examples (1) and (2) shows that the 

total cost per m^2 is higher for the 

rectangular building .the cost per m^2 

are constant for both the roof and 

floor elements but in example (2) the 

cost of external walls and foundation 

show an increase . 

The ratio of the elemental costs of the 

walls is the same as the ratio of the 

wall areas : 

Similarly the ratio of the elemental 

coats of the wall foundation is the 

same as the ratio of the wall length . 

for this reason it would be possible to 

cost example (2) from the elemental 

costs of example (1) ,together with the 

measurement of the wall lengths and 

wall areas . 
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I .e   cost of walls for ex (2) 

=
                 

                 
 *cost of walls for Ex1 

$1.344 *
      

      
 =1.680$ 

 Since the two have the same floor 

area it is also true that : 

$6.86* 
      

      
 =8.57$ 

A similar adjustment could be made 

for the increase in storey height in ex3 

or the effect of increased storey 

height and the rectangular plan in 

example4 . 

 

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  Example  

484 
2.420 

484 
2.420 

484 
1.452 

484 
1.452 

196 
980 

196 
980 

196 
588 

196 
588 

M^2 
M^2 

Floor area  
volum*   

110 88 110 88 70 56 70 56 M^2 Wall 
foundation 
length  

550 440 330 264 350 280 210 168 M^2 Wall area  
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Cpm
3 

Cpm
2 

Cpm
3 

Cpm2 Cpm
3 

Cmp2 Cpm
3 

Cpm2 Cpm
3 

Cpm2 Cpm3 Cpm2 Cpm3 Cpm2 Cpm3 Cpm2  

0.32 1.59 2.5 1.27  0.53 1.59 0.42 1.27 0.5 2.5 0.4 2.0  0.83 2.5 0.67 2.00 Wall 
foundation  

1.82 9.09 1.45 7.27 1.82 5.45 1.45 4.36 2.86 19.29 2.29 11.4 2.86 8.57 2.29 6.86 Walls 

1.8 9.0 1.8 9.0 3.0 9.0 3.0 9.0 1.8 9.0 1.8 9.0 3.0 9.0 3.0 9.0 Roof  

1.0 5.0 1.0 5.0 1.67 5.0 1.67 5.0 1.0 5.0 1.0 5.0 1.67 5.0 1.67 5.0 Floor  

4.94 24.6 4.50 22.54 7.02 21.04 6.54 19.63 6.16 30.79 5.49 27.4 8.36 25.07 7.63 22.86 Total  

 

These figures refer to the actual 

closed volume within the building ,and 

are not measured in accordance with 

the rules for cubing in approximate 

estimating . 

The comparison of ex1 and ex2 shows 

in simple terms how building costs 

may be affected by the plan shape. 

484 484 484 484 196 196 196 196 M^2 Roof area 

770 616 770 616 490 392 490 392 $7.om^2 Wall found 
costs 

4.400 3.520 2.640 2.112 2.800 2.240 1.680 1.344 $8.0m^2 Wall costs 

4.356 4.356 4.356 4.356 1.764 1.764 1.764 1.764 $9.0m^2 Roof costs  

2.420 2.420 2.420 2.420 980 980 980 980 $5.0m^2 Floor costs 

11.946 10.912 10.186 95.04 6.034 5.376 
 

4.914 4.480 
 

← 
 

Total  
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This effect can also be illustrated by 

comparing ex(1) and ex(8) . 

In ex1 the ratio of wall area to floor 

area is 168/196 =0.86,the cost per 

m^2 of walls $6.86 in ex8 the ratio is 

550/484 =1.14 the cost of the external 

wall per unit of floor area in ex8 is, 

therefore $6.86 (1.14/ 0.86) =9.09$ 

On the basis of volume similar 

comparisons can be made ,but from 

ex3 and ex1 and ex4 and ex2, it can be 

seen that the total cost per m^3 falls 

as the storey  height is increased .The 

cost per m^3 of the individual 

elements other than the walls shows a 

reduction, but the cost of the wall 

element remains the same. 

Since the buildings with increased 

storey height are more expensive in 
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total costs it seems perverse that they 

should appear cheaper when the costs 

are analyzed on the basis of volume . 

But from ex3 ,1 ,4 ,and 2 ,it can be 

seen that the total cost per m^3 falls 

as the storey height is increased .the 

cost per m^3 of the walls shows a 

reduction ,but the cost  of the wall 

element remains the same. 

Since the buildings with increased 

storey height are more expensive in 

total cost ,it seems perverse that they 

should appear cheaper when the costs 

analyzed on the basis of volume .  

               


